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Abstract— This work-in-progress demonstrates an
end-to-end guitar transcription system. The architecture
takes as input a solo guitar recording, transcribes the
audio to MIDI, and then estimates a tablature for the
performance. The audio-to-MIDI transcription exhibits
strong generalisability, including state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on GuitarSet in a zero-shot setting. The tablature
estimation is a novel approach applying masked language
modeling to per-note string assignment.
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I. GUITAR MULTI-PITCH ESTIMATION

Automatic transcription of piano has achieved good re-
sults in recent years due to the availability of large datasets
such as MAESTRO [1]. Several successful architectures
have been proposed, however the guitar does not yet have a
comparable dataset with which to train these models. Ex-
isting guitar datasets tend to be smaller, with less timbral
diversity [2]. We address this lack of data by adapting a
recent score alignment technique proposed by Maman and
Bermano [3]. We use this to produce aligned MIDI for 78
commercially available guitar recordings. These form our
new dataset which we then use to fine-tune an existing piano
model. In contrast the work by Maman and Bermano, we
use a newer high-resolution piano model proposed by Kong
et al. [4] which is shown to be more robust to noisy labels.
We also use data augmentations on the MAESTRO dataset
when training the base piano transcription model. This helps
with generalisability when fine-tuned on guitar recordings.

II. TABLATURE ESTIMATION

Our approach to guitar tablature estimation uses the
MIDI as input instead of audio. This loses timbral infor-
mation but affords certain advantages. First, since the input
and output are symbolic, a user can change the string and fret
assignment of a particular set of notes and regenerate the esti-
mated tablature. Second, this modular architecture provides
a novel solution to arranging for guitar with a MIDI key-
board. A composer or arranger can play MIDI and quickly
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view how it could be performed on guitar.

We model the task of guitar tablature estimation as a
masked language modeling task. Our ground truth data con-
sists of guitar tablature transcriptions (from the 78 perfor-
mances mentioned in Section I and GuitarSet [5]), in Mu-
sicXML or GuitarPro format. These are converted to six-
track MIDI files, with one track per string. We use the Struc-
tured tokenizer from MidiTok [6]. For each note event Ni,
we output the following tokens: Ni → Si, Ti, Pi, Vi, Di,
where Si ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} is the string, Ti is the relative
time shift, Pi is the pitch, Vi is the velocity, and Di is the
duration. During training, we mask and predict the Si to-
kens. Our current best model using a BART [7] Transformer
architecture achieves approximately 80% accuracy on a held
out test set without any post-processing and is still a work-
in-progress.
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